
The USS Pension Dispute



• What’s the context? 

• What are the UUK/USS Proposals?

• What do these proposals mean for your pension?

• Why do things look so bad?

• Are we sure they’re so bad?

• What is UCU’s counter-proposal? 

• What concerns might we have about the proposal?

• Will the UCU proposals generate excessive opt-outs?

Map of the Seminar



periodic health check from “Dr. USS”

reports a deficit  between £14.9Bbn (current assets are £92Bbn).   

The medicine prescribed by “Dr. USS”

to maintain current benefits contributions must rise: 

11%-19% of salary (employees); 23.7% up to 38% (employers) 

Context of the current dispute: The 2020 USS Valuation



UUK:  “employers and scheme members need a 
stronger and clearer justification from the 
USS trustee for the very high pricing decisions…without this justification, 
employers and scheme members will be concerned that the 
scheme is facing an unnecessary level of reform”.

UCU: “[has] no confidence
in the 'needlessly cautious' approach taken 
by the Universities Superannuation Scheme (USS)”

What did the patients think?  



Despite this, and after further discussion, UUK supports a drastic 
treatment, significantly reducing benefits to bring plan liabilities into line 
with projected assets, eliminating the deficit.



DB plan 
(no change DC)

Current Plan From April, 2022 Notes

Salary Threshold £59883.65 £40,000 Income on which DB 
promise is earned

Accrual Rate 1/75 1/85 Annual rate at which DB 
promise increases

Inflation protection Above 5% - ½ inflation 
to max 10%

2.5% limit Applies to earned 
benefits.

contribution 9.8%/21.4% 9.8%/21.4% Nb: current less than 
2018 scheduled rates 
for this year 
(11%/23.7%)

Other elements 8%/20% contributions 
above threshold go to 
defined contribution 
plan.  

Death, dependent 
benefits same

8%/20% contributions 
above threshold go to 
defined contribution 
plan.  

Death, dependent 
benefits same

Terms of current 
accrued benefits and 
level protected and 
other elements remain 
unchanged in proposal

Main elements only 



Total cut in today's £ between ages 66 and 86 to future pension of DB below salary of £40k, and DB+DC annuity above salary of £40k design as 

function of year of birth, using data from the USS consultation modeller with UUK assumptions. All modeller options left as default except switching 

from drawdown to annuity. Run offline over large parameter range. CPI of 2.8% ,updated for new USS CPI assumptions Feb, 2022. (CI ± .5) 

What does this
mean for your
benefits?

Lower, but also
greater weight
on “investment
builder” 



Note: this is cut of *future earned pension*.  Last slide was the cut to total pension!  This is percent, the last is in pounds. The figures will look different!



What makes the patient seem so sick?

Prudence…

By law, the assumptions used to calculate the amount needed to pay members’ benefits in 
future  must be chosen prudently, ie taking into account an appropriate margin for possible 
adverse experience. 

This includes the yield on assets, mortality  and other demographic principles. 

The 2020 valuation attempted a very high level of confidence that it would not make a 
mistake and generate a deficit.  Confidence level 67% in 2018, rising to 80% in 2020.  

Covenant Provisions

This is the commitment and ability of universities to bail out the plan if needed.  



Gilt Rates

The yields on “risk free” government bonds, determine a lot of the calculations.  

These have been very low since 2010, associated in part with fundamental changes in UK 
monetary policy.



…and a short period of desired treatment – the deficit recovery period.  
(DRC is 6% of total contributions…)  and no other smoothing.

The doctor is being very careful and is attempting a short, sharp treatment,

Equally the patient was quite sick when the doctor was consulted…  



But, investment returns exceedingly high in 2021 because of recovery from Covid…of course, they may not stay so 
high… 



Fully funded by USS TP break even definition.  Eg Use cashflows for 2020 (provided by USS) and the USS provided  discount rates to calculate the TP liabilities 
and check they agree within 1% of the USS calculated TP Liabilities. Then use the same calculation to find the discount rate percentage that minimises surplus
to produce breakeven.

Still, is the 
patient really 
ill?



January update from USS – valuation monitoring!

New benefit structure:  Contributions of 25.8% sufficient.
current TP deficit: £2.92bn.

Old benefit structure:  TP Deficit of £7.3Bbn (no enhanced covenant support)
(statement on contributions not clear…)

Both figures have changed a lot, simply based on post-valuation information.



UCU proposal: Let’s Reconsider…

New valuation, New method, New Results:  UUK to call on USS to issue a moderately prudent, 

evidence-based valuation of the financial health of the scheme as of 31 March, 2022, to be issued 

for consultation in June (at the latest).

Pause Reform:  That employers agree to provide the same level of covenant support as for their own 

proposals to facilitate a cost-sharing of current benefits throughout the 2022/23 scheme year, starting 

1 April, 2022, at 11% for members/23.7% for employers until 1 October, 2022, and 11.8%/25.2% 

thereafter.

Contribution Cap: That employers agree to pay a maximum 25.2% and members a maximum 9.8% 

from 1 April, 2023 so as to secure current benefits or, if not possible, the best achievable as a result 

of the call on USS to issue a moderately prudent, evidence-based valuation. 



The proposal sets our budget for pension spending *first*, commits to it, 
*then* creates a credible valuation and *then only* maps out our true 
design options so we can decide what we prefer.  It removes considerable 
budget uncertainty from the university and members and improves collaboration. 

This has been costed by USS, and now is out to UUK (and universities) 
for consultation to judge whether they find it good value for money.

We don’t yet have a response...



Concerns for the University and Members

Is it affordable? An estimate puts the uplift at a cost of £2Mm for Essex. This was
1% of last publicly available reported turnover in the last year it is available.  It is, 
however, serious money compared to annual surpluses.  Members have voted 
strongly for higher contributions to maintain current benefits.  

Then again, Post-92 institutions pay ~23.7% and tend to be financially less secure.

Will a new valuation make any difference?  Only if the methodology is adjusted,
but there are several areas where UUK and UCU may be on the same page.  

USS claims that this reduces but doesn’t eliminate the deficit…Others disagree.



Then again, a year’s pause
makes a big difference 

to members… 

*note: this example is for a 40K salary, 
so this person only accumulates DB benefits 
under both old and new schemes! 
The person is also assumed to be relatively 
young!      



Is it fair?  

It changes the norm of contributions from 35%/65% split for employees 
and employers to a larger burden for employers.  

This has been done in the past, at UUK’s initiative.  

It’s just a norm, and if that norm does not generate value for money, 
why keep it? 

How do we guarantee the contribution cap?  By an MOU or by amendment
of the scheme rules, if necessary 



Will it 
generate 
opt outs and 
so weaken the 
scheme?







Where do we go from here?

Support from Essex for the UCU proposal and/or serious negotiations on 
the proposal would be most welcome to seal a deal.

All the action happens this month: by the 28th we will know whether the 
new scheme will be a significant cut or a pause.  

Thank you!  Questions?


